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AUTUMN TERM PROGRAMMES OF STUDY FOR FORM II 
 
MATHEMATICS 1. Geometry 

2. Place value 

3. Statistics 

4. Addition and subtraction 

5. Fractions 

6. Multiplication and division 

7. Measure  

Children will be assessed prior to teaching each of the units 

above. Work will be differentiated to meet the needs of the 

children. 

ENGLISH Reading: to read the Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe to 

gain information, to increase vocabulary and understanding, 

for pleasure. Reading focus: referencing the text. 

Handwriting practice to write in a clear joined up script in ink.  

Writing will be linked to the text where appropriate Diary 

entry. Informal letter. Poetry. Recount.  Stories set in an 

imaginary world.  

Grammar and punctuation: verbs; tense; similes and 

metaphors; comparative and superlative intensity.  Revision of 

commas and speech marks. 

SCIENCE Animals including humans 

Find out about food groups and healthy balanced diets. 

Study the human digestive system and how food is 

transported around the body. Compare diets of herbivores, 

carnivores and omnivores. Investigate teeth and what causes 

decay. Look closely at food chains/webs. 

Electricity 

Children construct simple circuits and draw them. They find 

which materials are the best electrical conductors and use 

this information to make switches. Children wire plugs and find 

what happens to a bulb’s brightness when circuits are 

changed. They research scientists. 

HISTORY How did the arrival of the Romans change Britain? 

Invasion by Emperor Claudius 

Boudicca and the war 

Latin and looking at Roman writing 

Looking at archaeological finds. 

Hadrian’s wall 

Roman buildings including roads and baths and towns 

Gladiators 

Roman art and culture 

GEOGRAPHY Through History topic on Romans the children will look at Italy 

and Rome where they originated. Looking at maps and 

places in Britain linked to Roman settlements and how they 

changed the human and physical environment in Britain. 

FRENCH Greeting; giving and elicit personal information; dates; songs 

and poems; colours; Christmas events and traditions. Pupils 

will begin to understand how French Grammar works, building 

vocabulary and sounds and rules of pronunciation. 

RELIGIOUS 

EDUCATION & 

PERSONAL SOCIAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

This term pupils will be investigating parables, myths and faith 

stories and the importance of showing respect and following 

rules such as the 10 Commandments. 

Pupils will discuss what makes someone a good person and 

friend. With this, the children will start to learn how to be self-

reflective on the actions they make during a Mayfield Day.  
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INFORMATION AND 

COMMUNICATION 

TECHNOLOGY 

Coding - Design and write a program that accomplishes a 

specific goal. 

Online Safety - To sharing knowledge of online safety. 

ART AND DESIGN Pop Art and Mixed Media  

We will learn about the work of Pop Artists such as Roy 

Lichtenstein and Andy Warhol. We will gather ideas about 

how to create texture and pattern in our Artwork and use a 

range of materials and techniques to create a ‘Pop Art’ 

inspired final piece. 

PHYSICAL 

EDUCATION 

 

GAMES 

Games Skills – Tag type games. Ball and movement skills.  

Small sided invasion games 

Gymnastics – British Gymnastics Proficiency Award 5:  

Dance – Superheroes 

Hockey skills/football skills  

MUSIC Recorder playing:  

 

Recap previous knowledge of notes B, A, G and consolidate 

basic note lengths and rests (1 beat, 2 beats, 3 beats, 4 

beats). Develop playing of notes E and C. Echo play basic 4 

beat rhythmic patterns and play back. Play a short piece on 

B, A, G, E/C as part of a class ensemble. Continue to improve 

recorder blowing techniques and the use of the tongue. 

Practise playing with rhythms extending to quavers. Play a 

solo recorder piece in class using notes B, A, G, E/C - achieve 

first recorder medal where appropriate. Play duets with 

separate recorder parts or play a recorder line along with a 

vocal line. 

 

Brass playing: 

 

To develop brass note formation, breathing, tonguing and 

valve co-ordination and slowly increase the note range to C, 

D, E, F and G. 

 

Prepare performances for the harvest festival and Carol 

Service though application of ongoing singing and 

performance techniques. 

Sing with confidence, using a wider vocal range, including 

songs in different languages and from different parts of the 

world, in particular Africa. 

Understand how mouth shapes can affect voice sounds 

Sing in tune. Sing expressively with awareness and control of 

the expressive elements, eg timbre, tempo, dynamic. 

Pay close attention to breathing and phrasing. 

Follow close direction of conductor. 

Develop the ability to sing in two parts, including call and 

response and using canon and simple harmony in thirds. 

SPEECH & DRAMA Working towards LAMDA examinations.  Studying and 

learning two contrasting poems, understanding vocabulary 

and phrases in chosen pieces.  

STUDY SKILLS Exploration of different forms of verbal and non-verbal 

reasoning.  Focus on patterns, ordering, codes and 

vocabulary building. 

 


